The 'quasi-plane-potential equation * _a dx + Z = 0 is discussed in relation to problems where Z and x are known functions of x and y. It governs (inter alia) the small transverse displacement of a membrane in which the tension T ccx> and its finite-difference approximation governs the small transverse displacements of nodal points of a net in which, similarLy, the string tension T varies from node to node. (Equi librium in the directions of x and y can be maintained, both in the membrane and in the net, by forces acting in those directions and accordingly having no effect on the transverse equilibrium.) The relaxational treatment, based on this mechanical (net) analogue, reduces when x constant to the treatment developed, in earlier papers of this series, for problems governed by the 'plane-harmonic' (Poisson) equation ay ay
1.
Relaxation methods as developed, in this series are direct extensions of a method first suggested for the calculation of stresses in frameworks-'the method of systematic relaxation of constraints ' (Southwell 1935 )* P&ri> I brought differential equations within their scope. P a rt I I I first dealt with equations involving two in dependent variables. P a rt VI developed a technique for 'characteristic value' {eigenwerte) problems.
P art V II and papers subsequent thereto* have all been concerned with equations in two variables. Like P art I I I (which dealt with the equations of Laplace and of Poisson) they begin by substituting for the exact differential equation its approxima tion in finite differences, thereby obtaining (in effect) a system of equations relating values of the wanted function a t nodal points of a regular lattice or 'n e t', then they deal with those equations by a relaxational technique. Successive papers have treated governing equations of increasing order and complexity, or boundary con ditions of special types; but from time to time they have recorded improvements of technique which have general application, though suggested by special problems.
It was inevitable th at relaxation methods should thus develop, but a consequence is th at no paper in the series gives an exact account of those methods as now em ployed; P art III in some respects is superseded, and later papers are concerned with particular applications. In this paper, therefore, we review the present state of relaxational technique as a preliminary to particular study of the equation
«■»
in relation to problems where x and is constant, (1) reduces to the ' plane-harmonic equation' of Parts III, V, V II and V III, and on this account we have ventured to describe its form as ' quasi-planeharmonic'.
B a sic t h e o r y
2. When Z is zero, (1) reduces to ' and the existence of a solution xjf implies th at d(j) d(j) dx' therefore implies the existence of a solution to the equation
which results when is eliminated from (3). When x is constant it can be cancelled out from (2) and (4), and then both xjr and (f) (its 'conjugate') are plane-harmonic functions: this is a familiar result. In general the associated functions \Jr and (j) satisfy similar but not identical equations, described as 'adjoint'. When s and v, measured along and perpendicular to a closed contour or boundary, have the senses shown in figure This means that di/r/dv -0 at every point of a ^-contour (<fi = const.), d<j>/dv 0 a t every point of a ^"-contour (\]r -const.). These too are generalizations of familiar properties of conjugate plane-harmonic functions. is obtained by elimination of xjr. Since y is specified and Q is deducible from (7), the last term on the left of (9) may be regarded as a known function of x and y, corre sponding with Z in (1).
Some p h y s ic a l e x a m pl e s
4.
The quasi-plane-harmonic equation occurs in many branches of mathematical physics. In electricity, for example, it governs the flow of current, and the electric potential, in a plane conducting sheet. Let ix, denote line-intensities of current in the directions Ox, Oy, and suppose that both surfaces of the sheet are insulated so that no current, on the whole, can enter or leave an element. This supposition may be stated in the equation 0 0 dx% x + dy% v = 0' (l) which shows that ix, iy can be expressed in terms of a single ' current function ' xjr, thus: . _ dxjr . _ dxjf lx = dy' h = ~fa'
Let p denote the 'resistivity' of the conducting sheet, V the electric potential at the point x, y. Then, by Ohm's law,
and elimination of V and ijs, in turn, from these equations leads to and to Equations (10) are analogous with (2) and (4), for which, accordingly, they suggest a physical interpretation: The function m (2), is a measure of some kind of ' resistance ' (p) or * admittance ' (p-1) which varies from point to point of the field. When it measures a resistance, the wanted function measures something having the nature of a flux; when an admittance, something having the nature of potential. Similarly in the theory of magnetism, if Q denotes the 'magnetic potential', p the ' permeability ' of the material a t any point ( , y, z) in a magnetic field, when everydQ dp
thing is independent of z |so th at
p being (in general) a specified function of x and y. W ith (11) which governs the 'magnetic flux function' \]r\ and (12) and (11) reduce respectively to (2) and (4) when p~x (a quantity having the nature of resistance) is replaced by x> and Q (a potential function) by <j>.
5.
In systems characterized by symmetry with respect to an axis Oz, the quasi plane-potential equation appears as a special form of Laplace's equation. Thus in material of uniform thermal conductivity the temperature v, if steady, is governed by when (on account of axial symmetry) v is invariant with respect to 6. Equation (15) is identical in form with (2), v and r replacing and X-
6.
A last example may be taken from the theory of torsional stresses in a bar of circular section but non-uniform diameter (Southwell 1942 , § § 8 and 11). On certain assumptions (akin to those made in Saint Venant's theory of torsion for prismatic bars of non-circular section), these consist solely of shear stress on all axial (2, r) planes, having components
where is a function of r and 2, satisfying the condition 0 = const.
18-2 D . N . de 6 . A llen, R . V. S outhw ell a n d G. V aisey along a generator of the (stress-free) boundary surface, and the equatioñ ( i^) + | -( i^) = 0 (18) or \r3 or / oz \r* at every point in the material. Equation (18) is (2) with
M e m b r a n e a n a l o g u e of t h e q u a s i-p l a n e -po t e n t ia l e q u a t io n
7.
A 'membrane analogue' of (1) can be stated. Suppose th a t the membrane tension T has an intensity, Ty, which varies from point to point, and let \Jr denote the (small) transverse displacement: then it is easy to obtain (1) as the condition of transverse equilibrium for an element a t (x, y) under external transverse loading of surface intensity T Z. There is no difficulty in the notion of a variable tension, since we can suppose this to be maintained by forces acting always in directions parallel to the plane of the undeflected membrane, and as such having no influence on the transverse equilibrium. The surface intensity of these forces must have components y = -T| ' <2o> so they will be derivable from a potential T^;.
T h e f i n it e -d if f e r e n c e a p p r o x im a t io n , a n d t h e 'r e l a x a t io n p a t t e r n '
8.
A relaxational treatm ent of (1)-which includes (2) as a special case-presents no difficulty. It is assumed that the equation is in ' form (so th a t x> y> X and ft are purely numerical quantities), and as a first step its finitedifference approximation is formulated.
Referring to figure 2, we have the usual approximations:
therefore ( and hence, as the required approximation to (1),
In these equations I, II, III, IV (for which ^-values must be known) are points half-way between 0 and 1, 2, 3, 4 respectively. It is an easy m atter to deduce from (21) the 'relaxation p a tte rn ' corresponding with an isolated displacement -1. This is shown in figure 3a: it is very simple, and it reduces (as it should) to the standard plane-harmonic pattern when ^ = 1 • Z?
I.
- in replacement of the last of (21). The corresponding p attern is as shown in figure 36 , reducing to identity with figure 3 a when 2(Xi> Xn> Xm> Xiv) is identified w ith Xo + (X i> X* X and to identity with the standard plane-harmonic p attern when y = 1. W ithin the approximation of our finite-difference expressions for dijr/dx, etc., figures 3a and 36 are equivalent: th a t is to say, their differences are of a fractional order which is here neglected. An advantage of the treatm ent leading to (22) is th a t it can be applied as well to triangular nets ( = 6) if (ii) is replaced by its generalization
in which (cf. P a rt III, § 8) term s of order a4 are suppressed. Substituting from (i) and (iii) in (1), we obtain the first of (21) with expressions as under for F0, F0:
The second of these reduces to (22) when = 4 ; and with an error of order (a4) which is here neglected it can be replaced by
which, when N = 4, reduces similarly to the last of (21). Diagrams similar to 3 a, 6, are easily constructed to give, for N = 6, the r with (24) and (23) respectively. W hat follows is a treatm ent similar to th at of P art V III, § § 6-10, but modified in th at now the membrane tension is given by
T being constant but X a specified function of x and ( § 7). When = T Z is concentrated at nodal points according to the rules of statics; but when N 3 or 4 it is best to concentrate a t O (figure 4) the whole of the pressure acting on the surrounding polygon abc ...a. Then, for N 6, the initial force at O is given by
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3 or 4 it is given by F0 = INT tan âs imply.
(ii)
As in Part V III, § 8, we concentrate in a string OB of the substituted net (figure 5) the whole force which is the membrane tension T acting on the length kl -a tan n/N. Then, with neglect of quantities of order a4, D . N . de G. Allen, R . V. S outhw ell a n d G. V aisey for the force exerted by a string in consequence of a relative transverse displacement Axjrof its two ends; and hence the expression
for the total transverse force imposed at O by reason of displacements ■■■, fix-11. Accordingly the condition of transverse equilibrium is
where F0 and F0 are given by (i) or (ii) and (v) . But this condition is unchan F0, F0 are multiphed in the same proportion, and moreover, since terms of order have been neglected in obtaining (iv), there is no longer any justification in retaining the second term on the right of (i): therefore, cancelling (or equating to unity) the factor T ta n n/N, we now associate with (21) the expressions
which, for N -4, are identical with the second and third of (21), § 8. The 'force per string' must be modified accordingly: i.e. in place of (iv) we now have T Axjr/a = and in place of (iii) T = ayP (27) Because, with neglect of terms of order a2,
with neglect of terms of order a3 the last of (26) is equivale equivalent to 2T ~a(X o + Xi)-
Cancellation of the factor T tan n/N is equivalent to the assumption that
This compares with the assumption (14) of Part V III, §9, where, in consequence, the string tension T had a uniform value with the result th at unit force was transmitted by any string by reason of a unit difference in the displacements of its two ends. (The same result is obtained by making y0 and unity in (28). In the original treatment of Part III, § 18, the 'force per string' was made less in the ratio 1/A, and a similar reduction was made in the expression for F0. The new convention has been found to have practical advantages.)
'I r r e g u l a r s t a r s ', a n d t h e u s e o f 'fic t it io u s n o d e s '
12. To summarize: equation (21) with F0, F0 given by (23) or (26)-which are equivalent-may be used in accordance with the net analogy to solve the quasiplane-potential equation. The corresponding 'pattern s' are shown in figures 3 a ,6, § 8, and may be used as in previous papers of the series to deduce ' block ' and ' group displacements'. The technique of 'liquidation' need not be described again.
Figures 3 express the assumption th at the tension in any string is T = a x i ,( 27) bis = when the third and higher powers of a are neglected. When y = 1 everywhere, both of these expressions reduce to T = a,
as assumed in P art V III, § 9. There, as a result, unit force was transm itted by any one string in consequence of a unit difference in the displacements of its two ends. According to (27) and (28) the force so transm itted is -iOfo + Xi)* 13. No difficulty is presented by 'irregular stars ' (i.e. by nodal points from which one or more strings radiate which are not of the standard length a), provided th a t we accept the consequences of the mechanical (net) analogue and assume th a t every string remains straight in the deflected net. The force transm itted by any string is proportional to its tension and to its slope, and the latter, for the same difference between its end displacements, is increased in the ratio l/£ when its length is £a instead of a. Therefore the * force per unit displacement ' is increased to gXi = ^r(Kb + Xi)>
or to l/£ when x -1 as in P art III, 0, 1, 1 denoting as before the ends and point of the string in question.
In cases where the wanted function has specified boundary values it has become customary to employ the notion of * fictitious points ' lying outside the boundary and connected with internal nodes by strings of the standard mesh-length a. Then, if unit displacement is imposed upon the internal node while boundary points are held fixed, to keep the string straight a displacement -(1 -a/£ must be imposed at the same time on the fictitious node, £a denoting as before the length of string inside the boundary. This means th at a differential displacement a/£ is imposed upon the two ends of a string of standard length a, and the expressions (31) result.
'Fictitious nodes' have been found useful in dealing with problems involving refraction, where a string on crossing an interface between two different media has to have its gradient multiplied in a specified ratio. This problem was discussed in P art III, § 34, with a result which in our present notation may be stated as follows: The discontinuous change of medium implies (according to the 'net analogue') a discontinuous change of string tension from T x (say) to T 2. Let <xxa be the length of string which has tension T x, ot2a the length which has tension T 2 Then the effective length of string in medium 1 is £xa, and the effective length of string in medium 2 is £2a, where
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These formulae are to be combined with (31).
U se of 'g r a d e d n e t s ' : ( 1) w h e n b o u n d a r y v a l u e s a r e s p e c if ie d
14.
As liquidation approaches finality, more accurate but less simple formulae can be used in place of (31) and (32), which have been derived on the understanding (cf. §13) that strings remain straight. But greater labour is entailed by this pro cedure, and in general it would seem better to retain the simpler formulae and to rely for close approximation on the fineness of the ultimate net.
The use of ' successive nets ' has been exemplified in several papers in this series, but there is an alternative which has not, so far, been used systematically: The accuracy of our finite-difference approximation depends upon the magnitudes of the neglected differentials, i.e. upon the rapidity with which the wanted function varies; consequently a finer net is needed in some parts of define the function with precision. In hydrodynamic problems, for example, a fine net is required in regions where the velocities are large, but to extend this into regions of low velocity would entail great labour and would bring no compensating advan tage. What is wanted is a technique involving specially fine nets in regions arbi trarily delimited by the computer. This (a new development) we now explain.
15.
I t may be illustrated by a problem which entails only one boundary condi tion-the torsion problem for a rectangular bar having two symmetrical key ways (figure 6). The ' stress-function ' W must satisfy the equation at every point in the section, and it must have a constant value (which without loss of generality may be taken as zero) at every point on the boundary (cf. P art III, §19). It is known that it will have, close to the key ways, gradients which are large compared with its gradients elsewhere; so a coarse net will suffice over most of the section, compared with the net which is appropriate there. On account of symmetry, only one-quarter of the section needs to be reproduced in figure 6 . In that diagram, outside of the region abc the mesh-side a is one-twelfth the length of a shorter side of the rectangle, or one-sixteenth the length of a longer side. (The rectangle has sides in the ratio 4:3.) Within abc, by insertion of diagonals, the meshes have been successively reduced in size (and rotated through 45°) until, within the
Example 1 WW+2 = 0 (33) Figure 6 region I m n, the mesh-side is only one-quarter of what it is outside of and equal to the radius at each inner corner of the keyway. Near to such corners, therefore, IP-values are available at nodal, points sufficiently close to permit an accurate assessment of the ^-gradients (i.e. shear-stress components).
16. In 'liquidating residuals' on a net thus 'graded', care must be taken to ensure that correct 'relaxation patterns' are employed. Thus the residual force at h (figure 6) depends upon the IP-values at h, g, d, but the residual force at b depends upon the 'P-values at 6, g, f, k, d, which are nodes of a coarser net; con sequently l Fb influences ¥h but Wh does not influence F& , and the notion ( § 12) of a force transmitted from ht o bb y the ' string ' hb, must be discarded.
The ' relaxation pattern ' for any nodal point is a means of showing graphically at what points ' residuals ' are affected by a displacement of O. From what has been said it follows that h is included in the pattern appropriate to 6, but th at 6 is not included in the pattern appropriate to h.In figure 6 , to the liquidation process, an inserted diagram shows ' patterns ' drawn in accordance with obvious conventions. These will not be needed by an experienced , who will see at once the consequences of a given 'point-displacement'.
17. But the fact ( §16) that a point-displacement will not necessarily entail transmission of force by every radiating ' string ' means th a t apparently the sum of the residual forces will not be invariant for every operation, as it is when uniform nets are employed. The point e, for example, is ' fictitious ' in relation to the coarsest net of figure 6 , and force transm itted to it as a consequence of displacement of g or d is not brought into account because Fe (as now defined) does not depend on Wg or on Wd. This circumstance entails no difficulty, and the solution given in figure 7 was in fact obtained (by G.V.) easily and more quickly than it would have been if the finest net had extended to every part of the computational field, ^-contours show the direction and (by the closeness of their spacing) the magnitude of the shear stress at every point.
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U se o f 'graded n e t s ' : (2) w h e n b o u n d a r y g r a d ie n t s a r e s p e c if ie d
18.
For nets having uniform mesh-side a in every part, a technique applicable to plane-potential problems of the ' second class ' (ire. problems in which the boundary condition imposes values on the normal gradient) was propounded in P art V III, § § 11-13. This in effect replaced th e4specified membrane by one having a slightly larger polygonal boundary, the sides consisting either of strings of a chosen net or of lines which bisect its meshes (diagonals when these are square, medians when they are triangular). Clearly the substituted membrane should be no larger than is necessary, so here too advantage may be expected to accrue from a use of 'graded nets having specially fine meshes near the specified boundary.*
The same w ill be true of 'Method 2 ' of Part V III, § § 20-23, which is applicable to 'm ixed ' boundary conditions.
Figure 7
The technique will now be extended to ' quasi-plane-harmonic ' problems where ( §7) the membrane tension T is non-uniform; the objective being to solve problems of the 'second class' (normal gradients specified) with the highest accuracy th at is attainable without excessive labour. The extension is based on a new interpretation of the standard formulae (21), § 8, and (26), § 11; and it will be found th at this suggests a modification, to improve its accuracy, in the treatm ent of edge-loading which was propounded in Part VIII. The effect is not important when the net is fine.
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Altern a t iv e d e r iv a t io n of t h e sta n d a r d f o r m u l a e . E x t e n s io n to a n y po ly g o n a l a rea
19.
The new interpretation of (21) and (26) is based on the exact governing equation (1). Multiplied through by T, and integrated in respect of any area in which it applies, this yields a condition of equilibrium for the corresponding element of loaded membrane. With a use of Green's transformation, and substituting from (25), we obtain
in which ( §7) T Zd enotes the intensity of transverse pressure and ( §10) T denotes the membrane tension at any point. The surface integral measures the resultant of the pressure, the contour integral measures the force exerted by the membrane tension. Estimation of the surface integral presents no difficulty, and the contour integral also can be evaluated for a region bounded by rectilinear elements. In figure 8 , let K L be an element of this kind and 01 a line of length a which cuts it perpen dicularly at / and which is itself bisected at that point. T t = 2bTXl = bT(x0 + Xi) where (36) and the line 01 has the direction of the outward normal.
Using this result we can formulate a condition of equilibrium for any polygonal element, thereby generalizing the results of § 11. The formula (36) confirms these in the case (contemplated in § 11) of a regular polygon having N sides of length ata,nn/N; for on substituting a tan njN for 2b in (36) we have T = a T ta n -X i,
agreeing with (27) when (as in § 11) the factor T tan 7 is equated to unity. The interpretation is the same as in §20, except th at now Tj, in place of T x, is the tension to be associated with the string 01. When y = 1 everywhere, according to (38) = | T X according to (36), so the result given confirms the ' half-tension ' rule of Part VIII, § 12, in respect of a string which coincides with an element of a poly gonal boundary. But our examination has not only generalized th a t rule for use in problems when y is variable, it has also shown th at the rule has less than the standard order of approximation if the element of boundary is 'loaded', because in th at event (since ( d f r / d x d ŷi n (ii) no longer vanishes) a term of order b has been neglected (in comparison with unity) in deriving (38).
22. The third case having practical importance is th at in which 0 at r^ diif all points in K L (figure 8). Then T d si s zero, so no kj ov to the string 01 which is associated with the element KL. In other words, no string need be associated with an unloaded element of boundary. To see the application of these results, assume (in the first place) th a t A (figure 9) is a polygonal boundary lying wholly outside of the specified boundary B. As in Part V III, § 3, it may be said th at specified values of 3 are specified values of T(d\/r/dv), so the problem presented is to compute the effects of a specified trans verse loading applied to B. This loading we apply to B regarded as a line traced on the larger polygonal membrane, and we assume the outer boundary A to be unloaded.
Clearly the solution of the problem as thus modified will differ from the wanted solution (for a membrane having the shape of B) only in so far as constraint is exerted by the membrane lying between B and A.
This added membrane (shaded in figure 9 ) may be termed the * selvedge It must (in general) exercise some constraint, because variation of ifr along B will entail curvature in the direction of the normal to B and so the normal gradient, though zero at all points of A ,will not be zero on B; but clearly the constraint will decrea
Relaxation methods applied to engineering problems (a) (b) (c) Figure 10 with the selvedge width, so the purpose must be to make this small. To this end the results of § §21 and 22 are utilized: Because J.'s edge is unloaded no string of the relaxation net need cross it, and where convenient A may be drawn to pass through two adjacent nodal points (i.e. to coincide with a string) provided that with that string is associated a 'half-tension' as given by (38) . The extent of the relaxation net is determined by the consideration that strings must cross the loaded boundary B in order that the specified loading may be transmitted to nodal points.
24.
It is here that we depart (in plane-harmonic problems) from the treatment which was given in Part VIII. There ( § 7) it was remarked that if distributed loading is to be brought to bear on a net in such a way that all strings remain straight when Vol. 183. A.
19
the net is deflected, some mechanism must be envisaged for effecting the distribution: clearly the same is true of load which instead of being distributed over a surface is applied along a line as in § 23, and here an appropriate mechanism will consist of rigid rods conforming with the line of loading (short elements of which may be treated as straight) and transmitting the applied forces to their end-points on the strings. If as before the condition is imposed th a t all strings of the deflected net remain straight, other rigid rods will be needed to transm it these (concentrated) forces to nodal points; but then the deduced deflexion will have no discontinuity a t the line of loading, so a wanted feature will be lost. Accordingly we now dispense with this last requirement as regards strings which are cut by B ( § 23): instead, we assume th at these by deflecting transmit their loads to their (nodal) end-points.
25.
Let OB A (figure 10) be a string loaded at B with a concentrated force W, and assume in the first place th at its ends O, A (which are nodal points) do not deflect ( figure 10a) . Then, in the notation of the diagram, forces W0 = -W , Wj=-W a a will be required, for equilibrium, at O and A respectively; and the deflexion of B will be bcW/aT = say,
(i)
T denoting the tension in the string OA. Now let forces equal and opposite to WQ, WA act at O and A, and let ifr0, x[rA (figure 106) be the displacements (determinable by relaxation methods) which result from these and corresponding forces a t other points. The consequent deflexion of B will be 9 = (<#o + (ii) and if, finally, the solutions (i) and (ii) are superposed so as to neutralize the forces at O and A, the resultant displacement of B will be ( figure 10c) . _ ĉ l 6 JF\ 6 ,
Yb ~ fB + fB = a \^o + "S j r j + -^. (
The displacements of internal nodes (typified by ifr0) have been found already, and using (39) we can compute the boundary displacements, thus completing the solution.
Because the relation (34), § 19, is derived from the exact equation (1) and so musthold in respect of the whole of the given membrane (i.e. of the whole area within the line of loading B , §23), by assuming no force to act upon the selvedge (betw and A ) we shall be .left with forces which sum to zero: consequently the relaxational problem will be tractable, as was argued in P a rt V III, § 11. The treatm ent here described of loaded strings differs from what was described in § 12 of th a t paper, and may be expected to result in greater accuracy.
Example 2
26. Figure 11 presents a simple problem which will serve to exemplify these methods and (since the exact solution is known) to test their accuracy. The membrane {and hence the net) is plane in the exact solution, whatever be the distribution of X' therefore for simplicity it has been assumed th a t % = 1 everywhere, so th a t the governing equation is plane-harmonic.
Exact values of the displacement {\Jr) are recorded in figure 11 at nodal points of one of the (square-mesh) nets th a t were used in computation. The corresponding gradients are calculable, so the problem could be treated on the understanding th a t normal gradients of fr are specified along the edges AB, BC, CD of the trapezoidal strip shown in thick line, values of xjr are specified along the base AD. 27. Figure 12 a, be xhibit the relaxational solution of this problem (by G. V two successive nets. Internal nodes are shown by black dots, strings which cross the loaded boundary are drawn to fictitious nodes distinguished by of>en circles, and the extent of the postulated ' selvedge ' is indicated, i.e. the shape of the unloaded outer boundary {A, §23). The correct value of \Jr is 1024 at all points of BC, and along BA and CD \Jr should vary linearly: even in figure 12a the computed values nowhere have an error exceeding 1*6 %, and in figure 126 the greatest error has fallen to 0-9 %. The correct value of the vertical gradient (dijr/dy) is 256 at all points on BC: computed values of this quantity are plotted in the upper part of figure 12a, and the errors are seen to be greatest a t B and C and where BC is cut by horizontal strings. This is because eight vertical strings meet BC for every one horizontal string: in the correct solution the horizontal gradient ( dr/r/dx) has a constant value along BC and a constant part of the uniform loading, but in the net this loading has to be resisted by vertical strings alone, except at three points where a horizontal string con tributes. In figure 126 a similar plotting shows errors having a like explanation but slightly reduced in magnitude on account of the finer mesh.
Example 3 28. In Example 2 (consistently with § 23) the polygonal boundary A was made either to coincide with or to lie outside the specified boundary B. But our aim in making the selvedge width small is to reduce to a minimum the additional constraint which it imposes, and clearly there is no objection to a 'negative T y T T selvedge' (i.e. to letting A lie inside B), provided th a t the consequent reduction of constraint is small. In Example 3 (also a plane-harmonic problem) the chosen selvedge was in places positive but in other places negative, as shown in figure 13 . Intuitively it is evident th a t the projecting 'ta b s' (of 'positive selvedge') will exercise little constraint; for they embrace only short lengths of the boundary, and their outer edges are unloaded. This problem was treated in P art V III, § § 14-15, with results which were recorded in figures 9 of th a t paper. The specified normal gradients were chosen so as to make
an exact solution (cf. P art V III, equations (18) 29.
In figure 13 , at internal nodes which adjoin the circular boundary, numerals give the residuals computed in accordance with this paper (above) and with P art V III (below). For this purpose, at internal nodes w was computed from (40), and at the fictitious nodes it was given their values required (according to each technique in turn) to make the residuals zero. Thereby residuals were transferred from the fictitious to the internal nodes, and the resulting values are recorded.
Comparison reveals th at a small but definite advantage is possessed by the modified technique: the algebraic sum of the compared residuals is -20-8 according to P art V III, -10-2 according to the present paper; and their 'root-mean-square' value is 19-2 according to Part V III, 18-8 according to the present paper.* (The total of the applied load on the half circle was 2976.) Example 4 30. Our last example is concerned with thermal conduction in a system having axial symmetry. Its governing equation is (15) of § 5, so it is a quasi-plane-potential D. N. de G. Allen, R. V. Southwell and G. Vaisey The piston of an internal combustion engine receives heat from the products of combustion through its upper surface and transmits this mainly to the cylinder walls, which are cooled: some heat is transm itted through its lower surface to the * The algebraic sum is the better criterion, because positive and negative values tend in the relaxation process to meet and cancel. contents of the crank-case, but this is relatively small and here it will be neglected. Similarly of the heat transm itted to the cylinder walls, because oil has low con ductivity almost all goes through those surfaces which are brought most nearly into contact: these are (1) those surfaces of each piston ring and groove which are pressed together by reason of the (frictional and inertial) resistance to the piston's motion, (2) the outer surface of each piston ring and th a t p art of the cylinder wall against which it presses.
Thus, by simplification of the physical conditions, the idealized computational problem shown in figure 14 is obtained. No heat is assumed to pass through any of the surfaces (other than the heated top surface) which are drawn in thick line, and no insulating effect is attributed to the thin oil films which separate the piston rings from their grooves and from the cylinder walls (so th a t in effect continuous metal is assumed to occupy the space shown by continuous shading). On the upper surface of the piston (AB, figure 14 ) the temperature is assumed to have a constant vx-100; and the cylinder wall, with those surfaces of the piston rings which touch it, are assumed to have another constant temperature = 0. The problem is to compute v for points within the metal of the piston, and thence to deduce the associated heat-flow. Clearly the isothermals will b e ' crowded ' in the neighbourhood of the piston rings, so a use of graded nets is indicated.
31. Computation (by D .N .deG .A .) confirmed the expected 'crowding' and revealed th at practically no heat is transm itted, in these circumstances, through the lowest of the piston rings. Consequently only a portion of the computation field (indicated by broken lines in figure 14) is represented in figure 15 . There the grading of the relaxation net is shown, accepted values of v are recorded, and isothermal lines are drawn for intervals of 10 units.
I t was suggested to us by Mr J. F. Alcock th a t in future special alloys may be used for piston rings on account of the dominating p art which these play in heat trans mission, and th a t therefore it would be useful to investigate the consequences of unproving their thermal conductivity. Accordingly it was decided to examine what would be the temperature distribution if the rings were infinitely conducting (so th at v = 0 on the surface of contact of each ring and groove). Broken-line co tours in figure 15 exhibit the iso thermals in this limiting case. They call for no rem ark in this paper, excepting as they indicate th a t relaxation methods will deduce the consequences of any assumption th a t may be made.
Co n c l u s io n 32. When x = 1 everywhere in the computational field, equation (1), § 1, r to the plane-harmonic (Poisson) equation which has been treated in previous papers. This paper examines the more general case in which ^ is a specified function of x and y.
For orthodox methods the general case is far more difficult, but negligible modi fications are required in the relaxational technique developed in this series. The 'net analogue' holds as before, and it is necessary only to associate with each ' ' a tension (T) equal to the value ofxat its middle point (cf. § 12), except in circumstances discussed in § 21, where equation (38) states a new generalization of the ' half-tension rule' of P art V III, § 12. The investigation has yielded a new interpretation of the basic finite-difference approximation, and this in turn has led to slight modifica tions of the technique propounded in P art V III for problems of ' Class 2 ' (normal gradients specified).
Thus from a relaxational standpoint the * quasi-plane-potential ' equation negligibly from the plane-harmonic, and what is new in the present paper applies with equal force to both equations. For th a t reason plane-harmonic problems were chosen for three of the four examples, as being more familiar. The thermal problem solved in figure 15 will suffice to show the power of the relaxational technique.
